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Active Control of Buzz-saw Tones:
Experimental Results from a
Laboratory-scale Rig
M J Wilkinson∗ and P F Joseph†
Institute of Sound and Vibration Research, University of Southampton, UK
This paper details the results of an experiment on a small scale no-flow
rig to control a spinning mode with similar characteristics to the modes gen-
erated by buzz-saw noise. The spinning mode (m = −3, n = 1) is generated
by a mode synthesiser ring which has similar characteristics to that of a low
frequency Buzz-saw mode. A control system using seven microphones and
seven control actuators is used to minimise the sum of the squared pressures
at the duct wall using a Filtered reference Least Mean Squares (FXLMS)
algorithm. It is shown that at certain frequencies the sound power transmit-
ted to the duct termination is reduced by 14.5dB. The control mechanisms
at different fequency ranges are identified and discussed with reference to
computer simulations. It is shown that cut-off modes excited by the sec-
ondary actuator array have a significant effect on control performance at
frequencies close to the cut-on frequency of the (m = −4, n = 1) mode.
I. Introduction
Buzz-saw noise is the noise radiated forward of aircraft engines on take-off when the tipspeed of the fan becomes supersonic. Currently, passive liner sections are used to attenu-
ate this subjectively annoying tonal sound field. However, the liners do not have sufficiently
good performance to efficiently attenuate the low frequency components of the buzz-saw
noise field. It is therefore proposed that Active Noise Control (ANC) techniques be em-
ployed either after, or embedded into, the liner to attenuate these low frequency tones. This
paper describes a laboratory experiment aimed at assessing the performance of an active
control system in controlling a low-order spinning mode in a duct, typical of that found in
a low frequency buzz-saw tone.
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